
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962852327534593 - #656 
tweet details

@nataleestotz Me Too! RT @klclark525: With just starting on Twitter, I already 
have great connections for inspiring me and giving me advice. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962861391417344 - #657 
tweet details

@nataleestotz Me Too! RT @klclark525: With just starting on Twitter, I already 
have great connections for inspiring me and giving me advice. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:18:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962861391417344 - #658 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Connecting with colleagues also challenges me to push myself as 
an educator. I want to be @MrSchuReads when I grow up! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962880186089472 - #659 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Even in the best job, there are days you can feel lonely. Social media 
offers a place to "talk" to people who "get me" #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962885114413057 - #660 
tweet details

@CBethM @MrSchuReads You're so right - felt like old friends when we met last 
weekend! :) Only wish I'd had B with me. #youarehishero #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962911928582145 - #661 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer @katsok I will do my best to make a push for him to be on twitter. 
We could gang up on him. social network pressure. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962934871425024 - #662 
tweet details

@teacherman82 Anyone have a handy list of YA authors who have Twitter 
accounts? I want to share them w/ my students. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962937337692160 - #663 
tweet details

@akgal68 I'm grateful for @mrschureads who turned me on to Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962951430549505 - #664 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Thanks to Twitter, I take more risks and think outside of the box. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962959240331267 - #665 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @thereadingzone: My tweeps remind me that I am not the only 
#authorstalker and that I belong to a tribe of #nerdybookpeople. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962962646106112 - #666 
tweet details

@katsok @thereadingzone From one card carrying #authorstalker and 
#nerdybookclub member to another, hello! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962968455229440 - #667 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @donalynbooks I am in for #bookaday! :-D #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962982879440896 - #668 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @teacherman82: Anyone have a handy list of YA authors who 
have Twitter accounts? I want to share them w/ my students. #TitleTalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:19:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962982246100995 - #669 
tweet details

@donalynbooks The only thing readers like as much as reading is talking about 
books with other readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140962996217331712 - #670 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier RT @colbysharp: Hashtags like #bookaday inspire me and 
challenge me to push myself as a reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963003884519424 - #671 
tweet details

@pageintraining @donalynbooks I'm in for #bookaday mini-challenge. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963011832717312 - #672 
tweet details

@colbysharp Think of all the books in classrooms because of @thereadingzone's 
#arcsfloaton #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963025309011968 - #673 
tweet details

@NikiOhsBarnes Heck, I wouldn't be reading The Dragon's Tooth right now! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963036927242240 - #674 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 got me to participate in #NaNoWriMo and I have over 38,000 words 
written on a novel. Bizarre. Never thought I would do that. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963040882470914 - #675 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin My students r getting used to hearing me: "Last night I was tweeting 
with X and he said this book is great + sent me this link #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963045512974336 - #676 
tweet details

@jennann516 @donalynbooks Me! Can't wait! #titletalk #bookaday 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963047463337984 - #677 
tweet details

@RdngTeach YES! RT @donalynbooks: The only thing readers like as much as 
reading is talking about books with other readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963054589448192 - #678 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I'm totally in for #bookaday #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963072033566720 - #679 
tweet details

@Komos72 RT @donalynbooks: The only thing readers like as much as reading is 
talking about books with other readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963091264450560 - #680 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks I'm absolutely in for holiday #bookaday. Recruiting my 6 
and 9 year old boys as well! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963098449289216 - #681 
tweet details

@tmck76 @teacherman82 I just end up searching authors after I've read their 
books. A compiled list would be great! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963104409387009 - #682 
tweet details
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@kmcilhagga RT @donalynbooks: "We will hold our annual holiday #bookaday 
mini-challenge beginning December 17th." I'm SO in!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963107412525056 - #683 
tweet details

@mindi_r @jmalphy #titletalk Must be 13 for Goodreads account. That's why I can't 
use it with my students. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:19:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963113636864000 - #684 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I always try #bookaday but then life gets in the way it does make 
me read more than I might otherwise. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963114874179585 - #685 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @donalynbooks I am definitely in for hoilda #bookaday! My reading 
has stalled lately. Perfect way to kickstart it into new year! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963127624867841 - #686 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch #bookaday is the best part of holiday breaks! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963130518937602 - #687 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer @RdngTeach: Even in the best job, there are days you can feel 
lonely. Social media offers a place to "talk" to people who "get me #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963136042827777 - #688 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @donalynbooks absolutely in for #bookaday- And I get 3 weeks! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963155823173632 - #689 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @ReadSoMuch: #bookaday is the best part of holiday breaks! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963164048211968 - #690 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: We will hold our annual holiday #bookaday 
mini-challenge beginning December 17th. Who's in? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963166866780160 - #691 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler . @RdngTeach: Even in the best job, there r days you can feel 
lonely. Social media offers place to "talk" to people who "get me" #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963175129550849 - #692 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @RdngTeach I feel the same way #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963210156191744 - #693 
tweet details

@colbysharp @DavidAEtkin Yes, I love saying things like, "Last night I was talking 
with Tom Angleberger and he said..." #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963225654140928 - #694 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin Or "Guess what? so-and-so from twitter is sending me a few books!" 
uncontainable excitement. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963228590149632 - #695 
tweet details
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@RachelScupp @donalynbooks I'm in for the #bookaday mini-challenge, too! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963231337426944 - #696 
tweet details

@CBethM @donalynbooks I'm in on the holiday #bookaday. Tried over this break 
but ended up sleeping a lot. #darnedturkey #read4novelstho #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963245350592513 - #697 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @PaulWHankins I also like learning from people who have much 
different mindsets than I do, though validation rocks #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963257312755712 - #698 
tweet details

@verystillnorth @librarygrl2 Oh, I almost forgot about that. Did Nanowrimo with 
students due to tweeps. Was awesome! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963275901898752 - #699 
tweet details

@ohionicole RT @Komos72: RT @donalynbooks: The only thing readers like as 
much as reading is talking about books with other readers. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963282130444290 - #700 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @frankisibberson #bookaday is music to my ears. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963296474963969 - #701 
tweet details

@katsok One thing I love about twitter - the chance to follow @akgal68 and 
@mrschureads on their summer road trip - Fun! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963307094949889 - #702 
tweet details

@outtoread I will officially start #bookaday in December even though I did do it 
quietly all summer. SNs help me be less shy! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963315114450944 - #703 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch @cb6luvs2read I'm jealous of your 3 weeks!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963314950873091 - #704 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @cb6luvs2read: @donalynbooks absolutely in for #bookaday
- And I get 3 weeks! WHOOHOO! Me too! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963316850884608 - #705 
tweet details

@thereadingzone And it's not just reading- my tweeps keep me writing! I love the 
encouragement I have gotten for #NaNoWriMo-it's kept me going! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963320466391040 - #706 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @donalynbooks: The only thing readers like as much as 
reading is talking about books with other readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963330763403264 - #707 
tweet details

@nooccar @teacherman82 @cassieclare & @TheSoftwire both tweet & rock! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963334563442688 - #708 
tweet details
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@PolkaDotOwlBlog What is the #bookaday mini challenge? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:20:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963342931083266 - #709 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Twitter gives my family a break from me constantly booktalking at 
home. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963373750820864 - #710 
tweet details

@Komos72 I'm up for the challenge! RT @donalynbooks: We will hold our annual 
holiday #bookaday mini-challenge beginning Dec 17th. Whos in? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963376665862144 - #711 
tweet details

@tmck76 Totally in for the minichallenge. Maybe I can get some students in on the 
action. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963389265555458 - #712 
tweet details

@balancedlitdiet So what is #titletalk all about? 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963390372847616 - #713 
tweet details

@bulldogsread RT @Komos72: Ive met some of my literacy heroes... all because 
of Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963405585584129 - #714 
tweet details

@Dorish @teacherman82 Have had students follow authors. I've been amazed at 
how SN breaks down the wall and allows open communication. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963405279412225 - #715 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @RdngTeach: I love that because of social media, I can go to a 
conference like NCTE or ALAN & I never hv to sit or eat alone! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963407150071808 - #716 
tweet details

@NikiOhsBarnes I love surrounding myself with all the "cool" readers! ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963405833056256 - #717 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @colbysharp: @DavidAEtkin Yes, I love saying things like, "Last 
night I was talking with Tom Angleberger and he said..." #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963408592904192 - #718 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 Love talking about books with other seriously crazy readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963411445030912 - #719 
tweet details

@StephanieSapp2 I love the idea of sharing books with fellow teachers and 
students using Twitter #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963450263322624 - #720 
tweet details

@pageintraining Loved getting ideas for #picturebookmonth from SN #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963471838810112 - #721 
tweet details
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@colbysharp @PolkaDotOwlBlog Read a book a day each day over Holiday break. 
Post using #bookaday #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963476133773312 - #722 
tweet details

@jellyrace Me too! RT @thereadingzone: @donalynbooks I am in for 
D #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963480428748800 - #723 
tweet details

@Polking @PaulWHankins "Social networking lets you sense...that you are not 
alone." C.S. Lewis, supposedly, said the same about reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963498980147201 - #724 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Ups. My. Game. Seriously. I am a better teacher because of 
Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963503174467584 - #725 
tweet details

@love2teachintx @RdngTeach: Even in the best job, there r days you can feel 
lonely. Social media offers place to "talk" to people who "get me" #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963521247707137 - #726 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @Dorish I know many of my students are on Twitter. Not sure if 
they're following authors. I will try to fix that. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963534178762752 - #727 
tweet details

@klclark525 I've read more this year than I ever have and have purchased more 
books for my class than ever. All due to Twitter & Good Reads. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963542567358465 - #728 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @thereadingzone: Thanks to Twitter, Goodreads, blogs, and other 
SM my TBR pile is OUT.OF.CONTROL. Which I am ok with. ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963564956565504 - #729 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch @outtoread Don't worry about being shy on Twitter! We're all 
booknerds! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963575542988800 - #730 
tweet details

@pradlfan And Gene Yang is a terrific Skype author @RdngTeach #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963579812773889 - #731 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 RT @colbysharp: @PolkaDotOwlBlog Read a book a day each day 
over Holiday break. Post using #bookaday #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963599760896001 - #732 
tweet details

@Jreaderwriter Count me in for #bookaday over the holidays! Can't think of a better 
way to spend my time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963603883900929 - #733 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @colbysharp or, "I had dinner w/Tom Angelberger..." ;0) 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:21:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963602667544578 - #734 
tweet details

@pageintraining Twitter and Goodreads have also helped me to read more 
nonfiction which helps me connect with kids. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:21:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963608040443904 - #735 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier I feel like that, too. RT @donalynbooks: Ups. My. Game. 
Seriously. I am a better teacher because of Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963629825662977 - #736 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Without Twitter, I would not have been able to connect bloggers 
and teachers for #ARCsFloatOn http://t.co/Q16Y6iMd #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963631562096641 - #737 
tweet details

@AndersonGL Twitter provides prof dev on my schedule, instant answers, & an 
authentic PLN. Thanks, everybody. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963645805961217 - #738 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: Ups. My. Game. Seriously. I am a better teacher 
because of Twitter. <--Mine too. Completely agree 100%. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963656312684544 - #739 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @colbysharp A new book each day? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963656476266496 - #740 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @love2teachintx:Even in the best job, there r days you feel 
lonely. Social media offers place to "talk" to people who "get me" #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963676030111744 - #741 
tweet details

@colbysharp @frankisibberson @MrSchuReads #titletalk Franki, You rocked this 
break! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963685161115649 - #742 
tweet details

@teacherman82 RT @AndersonGL: Twitter provides prof dev on my schedule, 
instant answers, & an authentic PLN. Thanks, everybody. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963693675556866 - #743 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @katsok: One thing I love about twitter - the chance to follow 
@akgal68 and @mrschureads on their summer road trip - Fun! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963707600633857 - #744 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read When I've had a bad day, tweeps are VERY uplifting! 
Reenergizing, validating, inspiring! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963720783347713 - #745 
tweet details

@jstano1 Ordered today from amazon for December book a day, can't wait until 
they get here. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963755214381057 - #746 
tweet details

@Jreaderwriter @klclark525 Me too!! My kids love when I bring in a new batch of 
books. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963760591474689 - #747 
tweet details

@BookJeannie I can talk books w/o that glazed over look I get from most. I mean, I 
can't see you =) but I know you all love books! #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:22:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963771173715968 - #748 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @colbysharp:Goodreads and twitter are like peanut butter and 
jelly. Great alone, but so much better together. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963791729983488 - #749 
tweet details

@CBethM Goodness, yes! RT @colbysharp: Think of all the books in classrooms 
because of @thereadingzones #arcsfloaton #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963802001846273 - #750 
tweet details

@AndersonGL Props to @engning English Companion Ning, my intro to social 
media. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963807387332608 - #751 
tweet details

@yabookbridges @donalynbooks I'm in for #bookaday holiday challenge. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963810428190720 - #752 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 I've read a ton this year due to #bookaday and all of the fantastic 
recommendations I get here. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963812781207553 - #753 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @AndersonGL: Twitter provides prof dev on my schedule, 
instant answers, & an authentic PLN. Thanks, everybody. Agreed! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963819836026881 - #754 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Twitter also helps me step out of my comfort zone,which ensures 
that I get books into my classroom that I otherwise may not read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963835640156160 - #755 
tweet details

@akgal68 Twitter is actually part of my professional development plan for school. :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963840409088000 - #756 
tweet details

@JenniferBarnett Any more information on the book a day challenge somewhere? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963844255252480 - #757 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer I have learned that authors are not too famous to still help others 
and it shows me they want us to grow as professionals. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963854304808960 - #758 
tweet details

@karenterlecky My books on goodreads are now hyper-organized thanks to 
suggestions from @frankisibberson and @MrSchuReads - so helpful! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963856720736257 - #759 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @cb6luvs2read Yes! Twitter always helps re-energize me. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:22:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963859849691136 - #760 
tweet details

@Komos72 I tweeted a question about Elephant and Piggie... and got an answer for 
my first graders directly from Mo Willems! (@the_Pigeon) #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:23:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963870566121473 - #761 
tweet details

@tmck76 When I'm feeling at a loss for ideas, my Tweeps come through. Even if 
they don't know it!#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963871249805313 - #762 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva RT @cb6luvs2read: When Ive had a bad day, tweeps are VERY 
uplifting! Reenergizing, validating, inspiring! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963873913192448 - #763 
tweet details

@TheBooksource RT @donalynbooks: We will hold our annual holiday #bookaday 
mini-challenge beginning Dec 17th. Whos in? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963900832227328 - #764 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @colbysharp Thank goodness because I had read almost 
nothing in November up til break! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963902476398592 - #765 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @cb6luvs2read love the new avatar! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963909740924928 - #766 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @AndersonGL: Props to @engning English Companion Ning, 
my intro to social media. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963909707370496 - #767 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 RT @colbysharp:Goodreads and twitter are like peanut butter and 
jelly. Great alone, but so much better together. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963915130601473 - #768 
tweet details

@jstano1 RT @donalynbooks: Ups. My. Game. Seriously. I am a better teacher 
because of Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963928070037504 - #769 
tweet details

@brennagb @donalynbooks I am in for #bookaday mini-challenge. Need to read 
new YA Lit to recommend to students...and to enjoy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963949955915776 - #770 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I love seeing what you're all reading. I feel like a spy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963953739186176 - #771 
tweet details

@Komos72 RT @cb6luvs2read: When Ive had a bad day, tweeps are VERY 
uplifting! Reenergizing, validating, inspiring! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963961154711552 - #772 
tweet details

@colbysharp I don't think #picturebookmonth would have been near the success it 
has been without SN. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963977734787073 - #773 
tweet details

@katsok @Jeremybballer I'm friends with him on Facebook so I know he uses SN - 
just not twitter. Would love to hear from him here. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:23:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140963988547710976 - #774 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher I'm in! Saving up RT @donalynbooks: We will hold our annual 
holiday #bookaday mini-challenge beginning December 17th. Who's in? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964001063514113 - #775 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier Once I started using Twitter and Goodreads, I had to establish a 
book budget. Not necessarily a bad thing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964016611786753 - #776 
tweet details

@WatchKnowLearn @MWLibraryDiva Isn't that the truth. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964032692760578 - #777 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @donalynbooks I'm in for #bookaday Winter Vacation 2011. Is it okay 
that I already got a start with 3 bks this weekend ? :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964047507046400 - #778 
tweet details

@ARStarsLibrary RT @ProfessorNana: SN connects classrooms, libraries, outside 
world. Breaks down walls. Builds communities. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964058185736193 - #779 
tweet details

@thereadingzone RT @donalynbooks: Ups. My. Game. Seriously. I am a better 
teacher because of Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964059418861570 - #780 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva How can you document participation on Twitter when asked by 
administration to prove PD? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964068612767744 - #781 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin RT @jennann516: Love that I can "talk" to experts like 
@donalynbooks and @professorNana, and they're there with an answer! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964076837806080 - #782 
tweet details

@misskubelik Twitter keeps me in constant conversation about books and libraries 
- I find people to cheer me on and inspire me all the time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964085922660354 - #783 
tweet details

@HowePrincipal As PD person, is Twitter a good SN to lead a digital book study 
with your teachers? All staff participating would have iPads. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964093279477760 - #784 
tweet details

@RoccoA @teacherman82 I have a kids & teen author list @RoccoA/children-s-ya-
authors not comlete but a start. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964099445108736 - #785 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher Or Tweeting them. RT @donalynbooks: The only thing readers like 
as much as reading is talking about books with other readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:23:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964118688575488 - #786 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga Twitter helps me to connect with what classroom teachers are 
reading and thinking about, it makes me a better teacher educator #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:24:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964124296355841 - #787 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @colbysharp I agree! #picturebookmonth took off. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964127689547776 - #788 
tweet details

@jmalphy @colbysharp I totally agree on #picturebookmonth. Twitter is how I found 
out about it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964132517199872 - #789 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker SN also encourages me to read outside of my comfort zone. If the 
right tweep suggests it, I know it'll be a win. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964136526950401 - #790 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I planned two NCTE sessions this year w/ other folks solely 
through the computer. I couldn't have done that five years ago. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964139383271424 - #791 
tweet details

@bulldogsread I'm in for #bookaday #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964148552007682 - #792 
tweet details

@katsok @mindi_r @Donalynbooks @PaulWHankins So glad to count you all as 
friends! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964151458668544 - #793 
tweet details

@jennann516 I have a lonnnng Christmas list of books thanks to Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964151093768194 - #794 
tweet details

@thereadingzone A week ago I was walking down Michigan Ave in Chicago talking 
literacy and reading with @donalynbooks. THAT is why I love SM. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964160514174976 - #795 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer @katsok Lets get him on here. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964177584979969 - #796 
tweet details

@outtoread I love how SNs help me read outside my comfort zones. Seek out titles 
I might otherwise overlook #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964195805044737 - #797 
tweet details

@wclodfelter RT @thebooksupplier: Once I started using Twitter and Goodreads, I 
had to establish a book budget. Not necessarily a bad thing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964203522560000 - #798 
tweet details

@jmalphy Me, too! RT @jennann516: I have a lonnnng Christmas list of books 
thanks to Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964228617080832 - #799 
tweet details

@JenniferBarnett Totally agree. RT @MrSchuReads: I love seeing what you're all 
reading. I feel like a spy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964231087521792 - #800 
tweet details
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@RdngTeach @MWLibraryDiva Many of the chats like #titletalk and #engchat 
provide archives. You could present those to admin. #titletalk' 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964242219204609 - #801 
tweet details

@litnlearn RT @donalynbooks: Ups. My. Game. Seriously. I am a better teacher 
because of Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964238956048384 - #802 
tweet details

@akgal68 Last year World Read Aloud Day grew into an awesome event thanks to 
Twitter and @MrSchuReads #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964243456528384 - #803 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr Yes rdng can b lonely RT @donalynbooks: The only thing readers 
like as much as reading is talking about books with other readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964246103146497 - #804 
tweet details

@eductwitt Opps, almost missed #titletalk. Twitter has chgd my personal and 
professional life. Would be in the dark w/o following tweets. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964248514867200 - #805 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin RT @WatchKnowLearn: Here are 145 book trailers, organized by 
age and series. http://t.co/UUrePQeI #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964263090065410 - #806 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @pageintraining yes! I agree - getting more great NF in hands of 
kids because of Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964268437815298 - #807 
tweet details

@librarybrods Ditto! RT @MrSchuReads: I love seeing what you're all reading. I 
feel like a spy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964268437815297 - #808 
tweet details

@Dorish @teacherman82 Have students come up w/ a list of questions. Ask the 
author one at the start of a class and see what happens. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964283029794816 - #809 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @HowePrincipal Not sure, but am intrigued by the idea. Tell me 
more... #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964297156206592 - #810 
tweet details

@mrs_hembree Dare I ask but what is the holiday mini challenge? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964303984533504 - #811 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier I'm all about #bookaday mini-challenge. Got all those books 
from #alan11 to get through. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:24:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964325459365889 - #812 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @MrSchuReads: I love seeing what youre all reading. I feel 
like a spy. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:24:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964367968649216 - #813 
tweet details

@hale27storm @teacherman82 I've been working on compiling a list. We should 
create a google doc #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964380220203008 - #814 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk SN has also helped me to realize my "Literacy Heroes' like 
@donaynbooks, @professornana, @kellytogo… (cont) http://t.co/r2zX5JR9 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964382954881026 - #815 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker RT @misskubelik: Twitter keeps me in constant conversation about 
books & libraries. I find people to cheer me on and inspire me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964382820671489 - #816 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @mrs_hembree You read a book every day over holiday break. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964382740983810 - #817 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana twitter kept me updated on #ncte11 sessions I could not attend, 
too. All about connections for me. People, books, ideas. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964387941924864 - #818 
tweet details

@misskubelik Also? Let's be honest. I love feeling (and knowing) that, through 
social networking, *I* am impacting what others read! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964386843017217 - #819 
tweet details

@ProfBuehler I like when my YALSA-BK world and my ALAN world intersect, which 
they did tonight on #titletalk @misskubelik @PaulWHankins @ProfessorNana 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964390668218369 - #820 
tweet details

@ProfBuehler I like when my YALSA-BK world and my ALAN world intersect, which 
they did tonight on #titletalk @misskubelik @PaulWHankins @ProfessorNana 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964390668218369 - #821 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 I try so many new things because of Twitter - with reading and with 
technology. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964398679343105 - #822 
tweet details

@colbysharp SN allows authors to scratch our backs (Skype) and we scratch theirs 
(putting their books in kids hands). Win-Win #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964426806329344 - #823 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @Dorish What a great idea! I teach in an affluent district, so most 
students have Smart phones. Could easily do this. Thanks! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964430153400320 - #824 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @katsok Oh. I like to be counted as a friend. You just made my 
heart squishy. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964441859690497 - #825 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @donalynbooks agree! My NCTE session partners were from 
Portland, Oregon and Buffalo, NY. With social net, it all worked well! #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:25:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964447433924608 - #826 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @MrSchuReads: I love seeing what you're all reading. I feel 
like a spy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964489695731712 - #827 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @hale27storm A Google doc would be excellent! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964491457343489 - #828 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @mrs_hembree Reading #bookaday while on winter break 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964491969048576 - #829 
tweet details

@alybee930 Twitter allows me to connect w/my local bookstore too that is on twitter. 
They get books ready for me. :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964506774933504 - #830 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @HowePrincipal I think it depends on you goals. Something like a 
ning or wiki might allow for deeper conversations #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964512617607168 - #831 
tweet details

@StephanieSapp2 use of hashtags can help with PD #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964515826249728 - #832 
tweet details

@wclodfelter @thebooksupplier I need to est. a budget. I opened last month's 
archive in Barnes and Noble tonight. Bad idea! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964521798942720 - #833 
tweet details

@mslcblevins @HowePrincipal Edmodo might work well for a book study #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964524974014464 - #834 
tweet details

@CBethM LOVED presenting at #ncte11 with @thereadingzone.@donalynbooks 
@colbysharp and @mrami2 - thank goodness for Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964557010124803 - #835 
tweet details

@colbysharp Without Twitter @tonykeefer would have slept on the street at NCTE:) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964563939102721 - #836 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @Cathy_Blackler @howeprincipal You could set up a hashtag for 
the study. Then, archive it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964582012370944 - #837 
tweet details

@pageintraining I loved learning about Read for the Record from Sn. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964589088161792 - #838 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch @mrs_hembree #bookaday challenge is to see how many books 
you can read over break. If a book lasts more than a day...no problem #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964597187354626 - #839 
tweet details
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@AndersonGL Using social media also allows us to model for students how to use 
it responsibly & effectively. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964606888787968 - #840 
tweet details

@colbysharp RT @CBethM: LOVED presenting at #ncte11 with 
@thereadingzone.@donalynbooks @colbysharp and @mrami2 - thank goodness for 
Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964610969833473 - #841 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @alybee930: Twitter allows me to connect w/my local bookstore too 
that is on twitter. They get books ready for me. :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:25:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964618939006977 - #842 
tweet details

@hale27storm @mindi_r @jmalphy I had my students get a permission slip signed 
to use #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964635426832385 - #843 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher RT @AndersonGL: Twitter provides prof dev on my schedule, 
instant answers, & an authentic PLN. Thanks, everybody. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964643840598016 - #844 
tweet details

@katsok RT @colbysharp: Without Twitter @tonykeefer would have slept on the 
street at NCTE:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964660265500672 - #845 
tweet details

@frankisibberson LOL! RT @colbysharp: Without Twitter @tonykeefer would have 
slept on the street at NCTE:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964660072562688 - #846 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer RT @mslcblevins: @HowePrincipal Edmodo might work well for a 
book study #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964666011693056 - #847 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Through SN, I am connected to @ProfBuehler. Speaking to her 
YAL group on Wednesday with 1.0 Tech (Telephone). Great connection. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964667345473537 - #848 
tweet details

@Komos72 @karenterlecky Love the new avatar! Great photo! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964672592547841 - #849 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Great point! RT @AndersonGL: Using social media also allows us to 
model for students how to use it responsibly & effectively. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964694176436224 - #850 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk Long live #nerdybookclub. I'm thinking about asking my graphic 
designer BIL to design a logo for us bookynerds. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964745703469058 - #851 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer Sad but true: RT @colbysharp: Without Twitter @tonykeefer would 
have slept on the street at NCTE:) #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:26:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964753983012864 - #852 
tweet details

@katsok RT @AndersonGL: Using social media also allows us to model for 
students how to use it responsibly & effectively.<-Excellent point #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964758114410496 - #853 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: We will hold our annual holiday #bookaday mini-
challenge beginning December 17th. Who's in? #titletalk <= me 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964777253019648 - #854 
tweet details

@donalynbooks #bookaday challenge: read one book for every day of the break. 
Tweet or blog about it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964788187574272 - #855 
tweet details

@Loldsteach Twitter helps me connect with other reading fanatics plus gives me 
new ideas of how to pass this obsession on to my students #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964811369488384 - #856 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @Cathy_Blackler thank you! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964833108574210 - #857 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @donalynbooks: #bookaday challenge: read one book for every 
day of the break. Tweet or blog about it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964838309494784 - #858 
tweet details

@tmck76 Ok, need to read bedtime stories to my daughter. Goodnight, all! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964843938250752 - #859 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @wclodfelter The key is sticking to the budget, even when 
students are begging for titles (I tend to give in and they know it). #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964847314681856 - #860 
tweet details

@jmalphy My students will be participating in Skype Book Club once new year rolls 
around. So excited! Found through Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:26:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964854818291713 - #861 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker SN is all about forming connections. W/ authors & publishers, w/ 
books & bkstores, w/ other professionals. SN builds community! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964875936612353 - #862 
tweet details

@colbysharp SN has connected me to so many great blogs. Like @katsok's new 
one: http://t.co/BUPzm50c #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964879610818560 - #863 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Twitter allows me to connect with authors so my students can get 
their questions answered. No months of waiting for an answer. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964892281815040 - #864 
tweet details

@outtoread Other librarians in my district always ask how I know so much about 
new books. Simple answer is twitter and goodreads #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:27:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964895385587713 - #865 
tweet details

@libraryreeder RT @donalynbooks: RT @MrSchuReads: I love seeing what youre 
all reading. I feel like a spy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964897595990018 - #866 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer RT @donalynbooks: #bookaday challenge: read one book for 
every day of the break. Tweet or blog about it. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964901702205440 - #867 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 RT @AndersonGL: Using social media also allows us to model for 
students how to use it responsibly & effectively. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964917913206784 - #868 
tweet details

@klclark525 @RdngTeach I have to see if I can Tweet at work. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964918341017600 - #869 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @Dorish @teacherman82 hmm...and then what... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964934241628160 - #870 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher Great question! RT @MWLibraryDiva: How can you document 
participation on Twitter when asked by administration to prove PD? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964935185334272 - #871 
tweet details

@shighley I put books on reserve at public library, show them to my assistants at 4 
different bldgs and end up buying some due to #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964934870761472 - #872 
tweet details

@misskubelik Here's one of my favorite twitter stories. Last year, ANY WHICH 
WALL by @LaurelSnyder was on my state's Battle of the Books list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964939421593601 - #873 
tweet details

@katsok RT @donalynbooks: #bookaday challenge: read one book for every day of 
the break. Tweet or blog about it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964943829811201 - #874 
tweet details

@libraryreeder RT @akgal68: Last year World Read Aloud Day grew into an 
awesome event thanks to Twitter and @MrSchuReads #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964951996116992 - #875 
tweet details

@eductwitt Love #bookaday and can't wait! Was able to meet so many of the 
people I follow @NCTE. Like @RdngTeach I never felt alone. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140964982962667520 - #876 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Looking forward to the challenge. Hope I am done w/ Harry 
Potter by then! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965013983739904 - #877 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @colbysharp I'm glad @tonykeefer wasn't sleeping on the street. 
Yea Twitter. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:27:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965015111995392 - #878 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Twitter gives me a place outside my library to shout about HOW 
MUCH I LOVE THIS BOOK. I won't feel strange for being excited. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965030098251776 - #879 
tweet details

@thereadingzone RT @Loldsteach: Twitter helps me connect w/ other rding 
fanatics + gives me new ideas of how to pass obsession on to my students #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965034414190593 - #880 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer RT @colbysharp: SN has connected me to so many great blogs. 
Like @katsoks new one: http://t.co/Z3xc4zNR #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965034716176384 - #881 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr RT @donalynbooks: #bookaday challenge: read one book for 
every day of the break. Tweet or blog about it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965033277521920 - #882 
tweet details

@colbysharp You haven't lived until you have tried #bookaday. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965050209943552 - #883 
tweet details

@katsok @colbysharp Colby - you rock. Thanks for the shout out. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965058791489536 - #884 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @MrSchuReads @trkravtin I love having daily book conversations 
with people who are 2,000 miles away. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965061052215296 - #885 
tweet details

@graphicdesign24 #titletalk Long live #nerdybookclub. I'm thinking about asking 
my graphic designer BIL to desig... http://t.co/F198EGG8 #graphicdesign 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965068992036864 - #886 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @AndersonGL: Using social media also allows us to model for 
students how to use it responsibly & effectively.<-Excellent point #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965080257925120 - #887 
tweet details

@litnlearn RT @akgal68: Last year World Read Aloud Day grew into an awesome 
event thanks to Twitter and @MrSchuReads #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965088055132160 - #888 
tweet details

@Komos72 RT @RdngTeach: RT @donalynbooks: #bookaday challenge: read one 
book for every day of the break. Tweet or blog about it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965093109268481 - #889 
tweet details

@libraryreeder @akgal68 @MrSchuReads Can't wait to participate this year 
#worldreadaloudday #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:27:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965095382589441 - #890 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Then again, I am reluctant to finish because I know I will be 
sad that it's over. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:28:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965129973014528 - #891 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @jmalphy Would love to hear more about your Skype book club. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965131168387072 - #892 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @eductwitt How did we not meet at NCTE??????? Ahhhh!!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965136906207232 - #893 
tweet details

@Polking Longer break this year means longer #bookaday participation #titletalk. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965187573395457 - #894 
tweet details

@ylogo #titletalk Long live #nerdybookclub. I'm thinking about asking my graphic 
designer BIL to design a logo for us bookynerds. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965191025295360 - #895 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @mindi_r A #nerdybookclub logo would be awesome. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965193520922625 - #896 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @colbysharp: You haven't lived until you have tried 
#bookaday. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965191289548800 - #897 
tweet details

@GunnLauren test #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965194959560704 - #898 
tweet details

@jmalphy @HSeslteacher Could you show them archives of chats you've 
participated in? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965236780965889 - #899 
tweet details

@hale27storm @teacherman82 I'll upload to google account and share link when I 
get off my #fancyphone. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965248516628480 - #900 
tweet details

@jennann516 Tweeps have inspired me to *think* about blogging. But I'm not sure 
what I have to say that I haven't discovered bc of them! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965255533699072 - #901 
tweet details

@akgal68 @libraryreeder @MrSchuReads I can't either!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965255974096896 - #902 
tweet details

@CBethM @andersongl That modeling of appropriate behavior is sooooo important. 
One good reason why we need to share what we do w/Ss. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965256666157058 - #903 
tweet details

@misskubelik I contacted @LaurelSnyder through twitter & asked if she would sign 
copies of the book for the winners of our library's battle. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965259505713152 - #904 
tweet details
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@pageintraining Excited for #worldreadaloud day as well #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965260218744832 - #905 
tweet details

@ProfBuehler @PaulWHankins Would not have met you if not for #titletalk! You will 
bring this world to life for my YA lit students, some who are future Ts 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965262009708544 - #906 
tweet details

@GunnLauren my first time to title talk #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965266178838528 - #907 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer I am doing bookaday and then I am going to challenge my 
students too with it. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965273078468608 - #908 
tweet details

@libraryreeder @alybee930 @donalynbooks I'm in! #bookaday #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965290501611520 - #909 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @frankisibberson: RT @colbysharp: You havent lived until you 
have tried #bookaday. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965293974491136 - #910 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @colbysharp @cbethm @thereadingzone @donalynbooks 
@mrami2 what did every1 present on? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965306238631936 - #911 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden #titletalk@donalynbooks Just on Title talk due to Delta air issues. 
Happy to listen! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965307022974976 - #912 
tweet details

@Komos72 RT @colbysharp: You haven't lived until you have tried #bookaday. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965328179040258 - #913 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read SNing has also encouraged and allowed for causes such as 
#speakloudly #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965349137973248 - #914 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr RT @AndersonGL: Using social media also allows us to model for 
students how to use it responsibly & effectively. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965351537131521 - #915 
tweet details

@dehogue RT @kmcilhagga: I've introduced my teacher education majors to 
twitter... am planning on making #titletalk part of next semester's cours ... 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965362647834624 - #916 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @HSeslteacher maybe produce archived feeds of chats such as 
this one? #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:28:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965369182556161 - #917 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @GunnLauren Welcome to #titletalk! Glad you are here! 
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Mon Nov 28 01:29:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965380649779201 - #918 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin I read MONSTER CALLS (Hello, Newbery) because of @alybee930 
and CHAOS WALKING cuz of @trkravtin Love u Guys! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965384944746496 - #919 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @cb6luvs2read: SNing has also encouraged and allowed for 
causes such as #speakloudly #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965413973528576 - #920 
tweet details

@NikiOhsBarnes @PolkaDotOwlBlog I know I was sad when I finished. Have you 
seen the movies? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965431941922817 - #921 
tweet details

@katsok Crazy part of Twitter. I can meet someone in person like @MrSchuReads 
& feel like I've known him for yrs, even when we just "met" #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965444277387264 - #922 
tweet details

@CBethM @GunnLauren I saw you! Go ahead and share something! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965444776497152 - #923 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 RT @ylogo: #titletalk Long live #nerdybookclub.Im thinking about 
asking my graphic designer BIL to design a logo for bookynerds. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965447423098881 - #924 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog SN has introduced me to a lot of other professional 
opportuniteis that I didn't know were out there, like #NCTE11 #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965458399600640 - #925 
tweet details

@thereadingzone RT @colbysharp: You haven't lived until you have tried 
#bookaday. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965459657900033 - #926 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer @LouiseBorden Welcome! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965460207349760 - #927 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Think about the #hatback discussions. That went completely viral 
because of Twitter. I think @mentortext shocked @Candlewick #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965465773187072 - #928 
tweet details

@jennann516 @colbyshart @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins What lists/sites do 
you read that let you know what is being released and when? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965472110784513 - #929 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @DavidAEtkin: I read MONSTER CALLS (Hello, Newbery) because 
of @alybee930 and CHAOS WALKING cuz of @trkravtin Love u Guys! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965478796509185 - #930 
tweet details

@eductwitt @RdngTeach I left on Sun. Next yr will try to stay for ALAN. YOu guys 
were having too much fun! #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:29:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965486300102656 - #931 
tweet details

@outtoread RT @Jeremybballer: I am doing bookaday and then I am going to 
challenge my students too with it. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965513420472320 - #932 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @hale27storm Giving students those names will help them 
become author stalkers, something I'm not opposed to! ;) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965522895421440 - #933 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog oops! *opportunities #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965535251841024 - #934 
tweet details

@colbysharp Because of SN @donalynbooks @frankisibberson are not just 
heroes. They are also friends. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965540150788096 - #935 
tweet details

@GunnLauren @RdngTeach #titletalk Thanks! So what are we talking about? 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965548719751168 - #936 
tweet details

@trkravtin @DavidAEtkin Woo hoo! *waving* #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965551752228865 - #937 
tweet details

@Dorish @Anastasiawords @teacherman82 Have students record answers. The 
writing process questions tend to be the most asked. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965611420385282 - #938 
tweet details

@libraryreeder @colbysharp Sounds like a challenge...a positive one though! 
#bookaday #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965624229797888 - #939 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @RdngTeach A few ppl I cannot believe I missed @ #ncte11 too! 
Never enough hours #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:29:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965629493641217 - #940 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @librarygrl2 We would like to make a #nerdybookclub shirt and 
sell them. Proceeds to @rifweb. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965632370946049 - #941 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier My grad school classmates thought I was crazy for participating 
in #bookaday. They couldn't fathom it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965643544576000 - #942 
tweet details

@katsok Oh yes - World Read Aloud Day was AMAZING last year due to Twitter 
and Skype. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965651501166593 - #943 
tweet details

@misskubelik She agreed and then put me in touch with her local independent 
bookstore. I bought the books from them and when they came in... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965661001256960 - #944 
tweet details
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@RdngTeach @GunnLauren How social networking has influenced us as 
professionals and readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965664725794817 - #945 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @katsok @donalynbooks Can #bookaday be pic books? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965665581436929 - #946 
tweet details

@thereadingzone So true! RT @colbysharp: Because of SN @donalynbooks 
@frankisibberson are not just heroes. They are also friends. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965698229911552 - #947 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @NikiOhsBarnes Not yet...so I am COMPLETELY in the dark 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965726356897792 - #948 
tweet details

@MaryBellavance Twitter has allowed me to virtually attend fantastic conferences 
around the country! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965766370574336 - #949 
tweet details

@greshambrown Without Twitter, there would have been no #hatback for me - I'm 
so thankful! #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965767096188929 - #950 
tweet details

@ProfBuehler Would not have taken the 100 books in a year challenge if not for 
social networking: read more YA titles now than ever before #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965768719380482 - #951 
tweet details

@MaryBellavance Twitter has allowed me to virtually attend fantastic conferences 
around the country! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965766370574336 - #952 
tweet details

@greshambrown Without Twitter, there would have been no #hatback for me - I'm 
so thankful! #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965767096188929 - #953 
tweet details

@ProfBuehler Would not have taken the 100 books in a year challenge if not for 
social networking: read more YA titles now than ever before #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965768719380482 - #954 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @katsok Yes, walking around NCTE with you felt natural, even 
though we met FTF 5 minutes before. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965781671378944 - #955 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @katsok Yes, walking around NCTE with you felt natural, even 
though we met FTF 5 minutes before. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965781671378944 - #956 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer I agree Mr.Sharp. Authors can be helpful, they aren't unreachable. 
#Titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:30:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965804391936000 - #957 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @donalynbooks silly question, but when is your favorite time to 
read during holidays? Would like to try #bookaday #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965804643594240 - #958 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @donalynbooks silly question, but when is your favorite time to 
read during holidays? Would like to try #bookaday #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965804643594240 - #959 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I am in for one! RT @donalynbooks: @librarygrl2 We would like 
to make a #nerdybookclub shirt and sell them. Proceeds to @rifweb. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965820204466177 - #960 
tweet details

@colbysharp I met a bunch of cool people at NCTE because of SN: "Just a 
Teacher" http://t.co/zFNY9CyM #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965821894758400 - #961 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Think about books might have missed were it not for SN #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965836318978048 - #962 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @colbysharp: Because of SN @donalynbooks 
@frankisibberson are not just heroes. They are also friends. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965838084780032 - #963 
tweet details

@drabernethy Two different LS profs introduced me to SN/Tweeting. I've found an 
amazing new world of professional development. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965843877105664 - #964 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer Good thing there will be a #titletalk archive, feel like I am about to go 
into seizure mode trying to keep up tonight #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:30:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965869965680640 - #965 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @DavidAEtkin I read A MONSTER CALLS because of #titletalk 
too! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965884847079424 - #966 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @caggtweets dont forget #titletalk is tonight! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965903968903170 - #967 
tweet details

@ohionicole On twitter you can choose your collaboration team. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965916409200642 - #968 
tweet details

@libraryreeder RT @katsok: Oh yes - World Read Aloud Day was AMAZING last 
year due to Twitter and Skype. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965926060294146 - #969 
tweet details

@katsok @DavidAEtkin Absolutely! Picture books, Graphic Novels, anything for 
#bookaday #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965948076208129 - #970 
tweet details
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@thebooksupplier @donalynbooks I would totally wear one (I'm wearing a 
nerdfighteria tshirt right now if that says anything) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965950437588992 - #971 
tweet details

@litlearningzone Me too! --> RT @teacherman82: @DavidAEtkin I read A 
MONSTER CALLS because of #titletalk too! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965957513392128 - #972 
tweet details

@libraryreeder RT @donalynbooks: @librarygrl2 We would like to make a 
#nerdybookclub shirt and sell them. Proceeds to @rifweb. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965971228766208 - #973 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I know my tweeps have helped me prioritize my reading as I rush 
to finish potential award winners. What's on your reading plan? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965972147318784 - #974 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @frankisibberson don't forget #speakloudly - my students were 
so enthralled last yr-were reading Speak when firestorm hit- #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965995039821825 - #975 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @misskubelik: She agreed & put me in touch w/ her local 
independent bookstore. Bought the books from them when they came in... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140965998529495040 - #976 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier RT @ohionicole: On twitter you can choose your collaboration 
team. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966011544416256 - #977 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @ProfessorNana Think of the "ladders" I might not have climbed, 
friend. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966018246918145 - #978 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @colbysharp Loved that post! Which reminds me, I have found 
lots of great blogs thanks to Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966019970764801 - #979 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @ohionicole: On twitter you can choose your collaboration 
team. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966023678533633 - #980 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga RT @ohionicole: On twitter you can choose your collaboration team. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966021350703104 - #981 
tweet details

@CBethM @Anastasiawords We presented on Twitter chats and initiatives. You can 
check out the notes at http://t.co/DH27uVgZ #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966028418093056 - #982 
tweet details

@katsok @TonyKeefer No kidding, Tony. I think I should have had coffee like 
@MrSchuReads to keep up. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:31:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966033887461378 - #983 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva RT @ohionicole: On twitter you can choose your collaboration 
team. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966036315971584 - #984 
tweet details

@GunnLauren Our school has dedicated a lot of time to social networking as an 
avenue to professional development... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966051771973632 - #985 
tweet details

@leakelley Twitter and social media in action at ALAN11 http://t.co/A0DBeQXD 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966055693656065 - #986 
tweet details

@katsok RT @ohionicole: On twitter you can choose your collaboration team. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966057908240384 - #987 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @mindi_r: #titletalk Long live #nerdybookclub. I'm thinking about 
asking my graphic designer BIL to design a logo for us bookynerds. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966064984047616 - #988 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 wrote on my blog about Twitter & benefits http://t.co/WUU3nrYz 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966069853634560 - #989 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @librarygrl2: wrote on my blog about Twitter & benefits 
http://t.co/WUU3nrYz #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966096864948224 - #990 
tweet details

@Loldsteach Through education SN I feel like I always have my finger on the pulse 
of what's relevant, essential, and upcoming! 24/7 PD! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966106444742656 - #991 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @litlearningzone It's such a powerful book. I'm reading it aloud to 
my sophomores right now. Trying to finish before break! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966106176299008 - #992 
tweet details

@teacherman82 @litlearningzone It's such a powerful book. I'm reading it aloud to 
my sophomores right now. Trying to finish before break! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966106176299008 - #993 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords P.S. Does any1 else hv the sunday night blues like me? 
#titletalk is distracting me :) 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966110345433088 - #994 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Convinced me-be there in person nxt yr! RT @MaryBellavance: 
Twitter has allowed me to virtually attend conf. around the country! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966117043744768 - #995 
tweet details

@misskubelik then @LaurelSnyder went to the store and signed them. The store 
then sent them to me and our patrons received them as prizes. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:31:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966124241162240 - #996 
tweet details

@Principal_EL @EdisonCharter You might want to check out #titletalk! Live right 
now! Some awesome teachers, curriculum folks, admins, trainers! All good! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:31:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966127584034816 - #997 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @librarygrl2: wrote on my blog about Twitter & benefits 
http://t.co/Hm6ds7qa #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966146475163648 - #998 
tweet details

@GunnLauren The tricky part is how to fit all these great ideas into the classroom... 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966151164395520 - #999 
tweet details

@Komos72 RT @ohionicole: On twitter you can choose your collaboration team. <--
And I love that about Twitter!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966162166059008 - #1000 
tweet details

@RdngTeach AGREED! RT @TonyKeefer: Good thing there will be #titletalk 
archive,feel like I am about 2 go into seizure mode trying to keep up #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966165789933568 - #1001 
tweet details

@brennagb Great points about importance of modeling productive SN behaviors for 
kids. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966180365139968 - #1002 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @ohionicole And it's very fluid-can change PLN for various needs 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966197389828096 - #1003 
tweet details

@MoniseLSeward @rdngteach Oooh, I will try but may take me more like 2-3 per 
book! LOL #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966200774623232 - #1004 
tweet details

@libraryreeder RT @PolkaDotOwlBlog: @colbysharp Loved that post! Which 
reminds me, I have found lots of great blogs thanks to Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966211302334465 - #1005 
tweet details

@CBethM @TonyKeefer You're not the only one having trouble keeping up. Geesh! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966217241468928 - #1006 
tweet details

@CBethM @TonyKeefer You're not the only one having trouble keeping up. Geesh! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966217241468928 - #1007 
tweet details

@colbysharp @Jeremybballer I have found authors to be over the top nice. They 
love their readers as much we do (and they are our students). #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966226498297857 - #1008 
tweet details
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@AndersonGL Sometimes teachers are limited by practices and politics in their 
schools. Online are far less restrictive. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966259247423488 - #1009 
tweet details

@jennann516 Without Twitter, I wouldn't have known how hilarious 
@maureenjohnson is in real life. Won a YA Saves T-shirt from her! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966267795410946 - #1010 
tweet details

@hale27storm @teacherman82 @davidaetkin Me too! Just passed on Monster 
Calls to our librarian #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966267443085314 - #1011 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva RT @Cathy_Blackler: @ohionicole And its very fluid-can change 
PLN for various needs #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966276955779072 - #1012 
tweet details

@libraryreeder @PolkaDotOwlBlog @colbysharp agreed! So many great blogs! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966278608330753 - #1013 
tweet details

@JenPetras RT @AndersonGL: Using social media also allows us to model for 
students how to use it responsibly & effectively. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966292667629568 - #1014 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 Love Goodreads.....am curious about Skype Book Club and World 
Read Aloud Day... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966294328582145 - #1015 
tweet details

@ProfBuehler @jennann516 @colbyshart @donalynbooks @PaulWHankins This 
site helps me anticipate new YA releases http://t.co/425SJSot #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966310573121536 - #1016 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @TonyKeefer: Good thing there will be #titletalk archive,feel 
like I am about 2 go into seizure mode trying to keep up #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966317359501313 - #1017 
tweet details

@HowePrincipal @donalynbooks One a day...my wife might have something to say 
about that ;). How big a book are we talking for #bookaday? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966318877835264 - #1018 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @GunnLauren It's #fastandfurious. I can never keep up. Welcome! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966326687637504 - #1019 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker RT @Loldsteach: Through SN I feel like I always have my finger on 
the pulse of whats relevant, essential, and upcoming! 24/7 PD! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966367686950912 - #1020 
tweet details

@mslcblevins I'm going to use #bookaday to finish my book pile from 2011 before 
the new year #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966370400665600 - #1021 
tweet details
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@leakelley Twitter and social media in action at ALAN11 #titletalk 
http://t.co/1fledV85 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966376713109505 - #1022 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @AndersonGL: Sometimes teachers are limited by practices 
and politics in their schools. Online are far less restrictive. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:32:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966379930132480 - #1023 
tweet details

@StephanieSapp2 @drabernethy *waves* #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966389769961472 - #1024 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I will post an archive of this chat. Just roll with it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966402973638656 - #1025 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin RT @hale27storm: @teacherman82 @davidaetkin Me too! Just 
passed on Monster Calls to our librarian #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966403787329536 - #1026 
tweet details

@ohionicole Because of Twitter I'm getting more PD than I ever did before budget 
cuts #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966407939690497 - #1027 
tweet details

@katsok I'm in! RT @donalynbooks: @librarygrl2 We would like to make a 
#nerdybookclub shirt and sell them. Proceeds to @rifweb #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966416097615872 - #1028 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer @alybee930 what if we want to be #bookygeeks instead of 
#bookynerds, I think there is a big difference :) #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966431700434944 - #1029 
tweet details

@BookJeannie With Twitter I'm a little less jealous of all of you that get to go to 
conferances. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966438319034369 - #1030 
tweet details

@brennagb Was apprehensive for 2 long about not having enough time/energy to 
do Twitter "right." Now can tell it will bring so much energy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966440579764225 - #1031 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @MaryBellavance #titletalk Me too! I felt like I attended some 
#ncte11 ones! Would luv to go nxt year. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966442815340544 - #1032 
tweet details

@Komos72 RT@Loldsteach: Through ed. SN I feel like I always have my finger on 
pulse of whats relevant, essential & upcoming! 24/7 PD! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966444526600192 - #1033 
tweet details

@MaryBellavance Twitter has connected me to so many fabulous bloggers. 
Thinking I will give it a try! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966452172824577 - #1034 
tweet details
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@wclodfelter @hale27storm @mindi_r @jmalphy I tried to use Goodreads this 
year, but my district blocked it because it's a SN. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966455536652289 - #1035 
tweet details

@colbysharp I have found @mrschureads blog because of twitter. My fourth 
graders LOVE his blog. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966473316315137 - #1036 
tweet details

@JenniferBarnett I need a speed reading course just for #titletalk - wow! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966480392097792 - #1037 
tweet details

@AndersonGL My students are blogging like crazy tonight. Feel fee to look, join, 
and/or comment. http://t.co/Y7Q8wBCU #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966482719932418 - #1038 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @HowePrincipal Whatever works for you. Picture books, graphic 
novels, anything. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966490823344128 - #1039 
tweet details

@love2teachintx Its painful to get to school book in hand excited wanting to tell 
everyone how awesome it is&be looked at funny. TwitterROCKS! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966497731350528 - #1040 
tweet details

@eductwitt I get all my book scoop from Twitter. Would have missed great books 
otherwise. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966510364606464 - #1041 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Conducting PD on Boys literacy through a webinar tomorrow. 
Would that be considered social networking? #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966514038812672 - #1042 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk If you're not already a member of the Centurions group over on 
Facebook, stop in and check us out… (cont) http://t.co/DQZDjpSR 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966512231059456 - #1043 
tweet details

@misskubelik It was amazing word of mouth for what our library can do and for the 
programs we offer. And it was ONLY because of twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966518719651840 - #1044 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @TonyKeefer :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966528836308992 - #1045 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Before SN, we all talked in our own groups. Now I learn from 
teachers, librarians, administrators,librarians,publishers,authors...#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966559425363969 - #1046 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @mindi_r: #titletalk If you're not already a member of the Centurions 
group over on Facebook, stop in and check us out… (cont) http: ... 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966564508868608 - #1047 
tweet details
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@alybee930 RT @donalynbooks: @librarygrl2 We would like to make a 
#nerdybookclub shirt and sell them. Proceeds to @rifweb. #titletalk <=great idea 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966574289985536 - #1048 
tweet details

@AndersonGL Sometimes teachers are limited by practices and politics in their 
schools. Online social media are far less restrictive. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966577536380929 - #1049 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @AndersonGL: My students are blogging like crazy tonight. Feel 
fee to look, join, and/or comment. http://t.co/Y7Q8wBCU #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966579750961152 - #1050 
tweet details

@shighley If twitter were unblocked in our district at least for staff, it would be easier 
to demo the benefits of things like #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966589175570432 - #1051 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog My husband is fascinated by this. He had n idea you could do 
this with twitter...side note #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966598025551872 - #1052 
tweet details

@thereadingzone SN allow my students to have authentic audiences for their book 
reviews. I love that about @goodreads #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:33:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966621417181184 - #1053 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @DavidAEtkin: @katsok @donalynbooks Can #bookaday be pic 
books? #titletalk <= yes they can 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966659031703552 - #1054 
tweet details

@akgal68 My library collection is better because of Twitter. I know what is good and 
what I must buy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966668758294528 - #1055 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch @TonyKeefer I'm for #bookygeeks #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966688786100224 - #1056 
tweet details

@misskubelik (and because @LaurelSnyder is totally awesome and so is my 
Friends of the Library group, as they bought the books! :) #titletalk) 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966691424313344 - #1057 
tweet details

@katsok @mindi_r Thanks for the reminder. Haven't checked out Centurions for 
awhile. Sorry! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966706481860610 - #1058 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @mindi_r: B a member of the Centurions group over on Facebook, 
stop in & check us out… (cont) http://t.co/bS4Lb3jK #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966715910656001 - #1059 
tweet details

@mrs_hembree #titletalk I started Read Aloud Tuesdays b/c of Twitter! Getting a 
good crowd at lunch recesses now! 
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Mon Nov 28 01:34:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966731404414977 - #1060 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Books are essentially social networks--as soon as you open one 
you are "th-read-ed" to another reader. If not now. . .very soon. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966738379542529 - #1061 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @mindi_r: #titletalk If you're not already a member of the 
Centurions group over on Facebook, stop in and check us out… (cont) http: ... 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966771443236865 - #1062 
tweet details

@pageintraining Love my Nonfiction Navigators on GR http://t.co/IpeV54PU 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966780783964160 - #1063 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @ohionicole def. #titletalk our own pd positive community. 
Feeds our souls. :) 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966784533659648 - #1064 
tweet details

@donalynbooks What books do you plan to read next as a result of your social 
networking PLN? @colbysharp & I are both reading Words in the Dust #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966800685936641 - #1065 
tweet details

@anythingbooks @eductwitt me too, book scoop and track what others are liking. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966823217741824 - #1066 
tweet details

@WatchKnowLearn @JenniferBarnett Me too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966825239388160 - #1067 
tweet details

@JenPetras By using social networking,I know that my personal opinions about the 
use of certain websites by underage students might be heard #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966837788753920 - #1068 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher I am thoroughly enjoying this tweet chat! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966842670907392 - #1069 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Mine, too! RT @akgal68: My library collection is better 
because of Twitter. I know what is good and what I must buy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966870479159296 - #1070 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden RT @Komos72: RT @ohionicole: On twitter you can choose your 
collaboration team. <--And I love that about Twitter!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:34:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966872588886016 - #1071 
tweet details

@cppotter RT @pageintraining: Love my Nonfiction Navigators on GR 
http://t.co/T0g3Ydxt #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966901944827905 - #1072 
tweet details

@ohionicole @Cathy_Blackler yes! I follow teachers, authors and librarians from all 
grades, backgrounds and genres. #Titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:35:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966912673845250 - #1073 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @mindi_r: B a member of the Centurions group over on 
Facebook, stop in & check us out… (cont) http://t.co/jn7D0bzs #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966912531243008 - #1074 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher Awesome! RT @GunnLauren: Our school has dedicated a lot of 
time to social networking as an avenue to professional development.. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966926745743362 - #1075 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker True. Personal feedback for collection development! RT @akgal68: 
My library collection is better because of Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966936124211200 - #1076 
tweet details

@hale27storm @thereadingzone @goodreads it also makes authors accessible in 
ways they've never been before #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966948065382400 - #1077 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks Words in the Dust is next up for me--thanks to 
Anderson's Bookshop short list and @MrSchuReads #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966961113858048 - #1078 
tweet details

@librarybrods totally overwhelming. RT @donalynbooks: @TonyKeefer: Good 
thing there will be #titletalk archive,feel like I am about 2 go into seizure mode 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966964230234114 - #1079 
tweet details

@jmalphy I need to find a copy of Me...Jane after recommendations tonight before 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966975340949504 - #1080 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler .@shighley: If twitter were unblocked in our district at least for 
staff, would be easier to demo benefits of things like this #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140966972786622465 - #1081 
tweet details

@outtoread mine too! “@colbysharp: I have found @mrschureads blog because of 
twitter. My fourth graders LOVE his blog. #titletalk” 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967056316186624 - #1082 
tweet details

@katsok Reading The Friendship Doll now. May Amelia, See You at Harrys and 
Unwanted on Deck. All recommended by my PLN #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967066332184577 - #1083 
tweet details

@ndchaisson How do u choose your collaboration team? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967091187617793 - #1084 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield RT @akgal68: My library collection is better because of Twitter. I 
know what is good and what I must buy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967097181290496 - #1085 
tweet details

@Komos72 I probably never would've met @LouiseBorden face-to-face without 
Twitter! #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:35:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967096828968962 - #1086 
tweet details

@HowePrincipal @RdngTeach What's a Ning? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967108753371136 - #1087 
tweet details

@colbysharp Professional Books I Need to Read: 10 Things Every Writer Should 
Know Jeff Anderson and Real Revision by @katemessner #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:35:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967107528626176 - #1088 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @Ann11reader3 World Read Aloud Day site http://t.co/9jpYYCKf. 
My post from this yr http://t.co/tE9MFuUQ #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967144061026305 - #1089 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Hold me Closer Necromancer is what I am going to be reading 
shortly. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967159735123968 - #1090 
tweet details

@RdngTeach I am reading the books I picked up at NCTE/ALAN next. Just finished 
A Tale Dark and Grimm. What should I start? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967173488263168 - #1091 
tweet details

@libraryreeder RT @mrs_hembree: #titletalk I started Read Aloud Tuesdays b/c of 
Twitter! Getting a good crowd at lunch recesses now! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967186402508801 - #1092 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I tapped into Twitter knowledge my HS students had . For their 
TKAM exam, some chose to Tweet as characters. http://t.co/mXltEyWx #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967193604145153 - #1093 
tweet details

@JenPetras Twitter has allowed me to collaborate with some super people that I 
would have never had the opportunity to meet face-to-face. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967198033317888 - #1094 
tweet details

@jmalphy Shared Balloons Over Broadway before Thanksgiving thanks to recs on 
Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967202810634240 - #1095 
tweet details

@alybee930 @Ann11reader3 follow @mrschureads @colbysharp for more 
information about Skype author visits and WRAD #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967204693884928 - #1096 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch Waiting for a stack of (@wenmass) Wendy Mass books to come 
back to the library because of SN. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967208389050371 - #1097 
tweet details

@outtoread RT @akgal68: My library collection is better because of Twitter. I know 
what is good and what I must buy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967232644710400 - #1098 
tweet details

@pageintraining #nerdybookclub is the reason why I know have 25 books headed 
to my local public library to read in December. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:36:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967235744317440 - #1099 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson @donalynbooks @colbysharp Words in the Dust is on 
my to read shelf too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967248989913088 - #1100 
tweet details

@colbysharp I am going to read The Dragon's Tooth because of @donalynbooks 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967254757093376 - #1101 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch Looking to read A Monster Calls, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967260733964288 - #1102 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk Next up for me is more of my Walden Committee reading. I 
would not be on this book award committe… (cont) http://t.co/pml0C6Ww 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967284205289473 - #1103 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr SN has helped me realize the value in picture books for middle 
schoolers. Seeing how teachers use them has inspired me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967298767929344 - #1104 
tweet details

@cppotter Dragon's Tooth thanks to @colbysharp #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967312797859840 - #1105 
tweet details

@alybee930 I am so behind tonight...wow! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967316199448576 - #1106 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins And what do you do when super authors like @CherylRainfield 
(HUNTED) show up at the chat? Hmmm? What do you do? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967317503873026 - #1107 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Purely selfish here- thanks to Twitter @meganmccafferty 
recognized my at #ncte11. Pretty cool! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967319533916161 - #1108 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Me too! RT @colbysharp: I am going to read The Dragon's 
Tooth because of @donalynbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967326832001025 - #1109 
tweet details

@mslcblevins Starting Out of My Mind as a RA on Wednesday... why isn't this book 
getting nominated for awards? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967346192912384 - #1110 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @CBethM Wow, thank you! Bet people were receptive. #titletalk 
@donalynbooks 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967350303326208 - #1111 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch @ndchaisson It's all about who you follow on Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967356829671425 - #1112 
tweet details
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@MrSchuReads @alybee930 Thanks. I'm the Illinois Ambassador for World Read 
Aloud Day. http://t.co/9jpYYCKf #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967357588840448 - #1113 
tweet details

@akgal68 @katsok I just finished Hound Dog True because of Twitter. Next on my 
list is The Friendship Doll. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967359560163328 - #1114 
tweet details

@BookJeannie TBR pile is HUGE because of Twitter. Next, new Amelia May by 
Holm. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967363318263809 - #1115 
tweet details

@libraryreeder @librarybrods @donalynbooks @TonyKeefer agreed! thank 
goodness for archives! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967363771248640 - #1116 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker SN led me to @LaurelSnyder's BIGGER THAN A BREADBOX, 
@anneursu's BREADCRUMBS. Both wonderful. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967371975303168 - #1117 
tweet details

@jennann516 Next up for me is May Amelia and I Want My Hat Back. #titletalk 
#hatback 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967386361761792 - #1118 
tweet details

@GunnLauren What new pictures books are you enjoying? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:36:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967391948582913 - #1119 
tweet details

@hale27storm I have inside out and back again to read next #titletalk bought a 
copy at NCTE 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967398328123392 - #1120 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Teaching Generation Text recommended by Donalyn Miller. 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967408012763136 - #1121 
tweet details

@gaskell79 Finishing The Unwanteds and beginning Blood Magic #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967412534222848 - #1122 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog I'll be reading Mechanically Inclined thanks to seeing 
@donalynbooks tweets abut the author, who I now follow. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967427205898241 - #1123 
tweet details

@colbysharp I am reading Love That Dog to my fourth graders because of 
@mrschureads. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967439776223233 - #1124 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 Reading next: Ghetto Cowboy and The Aviary #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967464371630080 - #1125 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks I am trying to read potential Newbery and Printz winners. Use 
Anderson's Mock Newbery list as a guide: http://t.co/d38xWGB3 #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967464359047169 - #1126 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I'm getting behind on this chat. Just breathe. Just breathe. :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967468687572992 - #1127 
tweet details

@pageintraining I am reading Over and Udner the Snow by Kate Messner next 
followed by Heart and Soul by Kadir Nelson #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967472043003905 - #1128 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier @ReadSoMuch It's soooo good. That's one I saw people talking 
about on Twitter all summer and had to wait for September to read it #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967473833984000 - #1129 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @frankisibberson: Me too! RT @colbysharp: I am going to 
read The Dragons Tooth because of @donalynbooks me three! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967502011301888 - #1130 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Still Have Wonderstuck, Small as an Elephant, Friendship Doll, The 
Apothecary in TBR pile! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967509485551617 - #1131 
tweet details

@nataleestotz RT @MrSchuReads: I'm getting behind on this chat. Just breathe. 
Just breathe. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967513323339776 - #1132 
tweet details

@CathyMere I'm a virtual attendee to many thanks to many. RT @BookJeannie 
W/Twitter I'm a little less jealous of all that go to conferences. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967516951416832 - #1133 
tweet details

@Komos72 Read Divergent because of my Twitter PLN. Will be reading May 
Amelia soon because of @colbysharp! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967520348803074 - #1134 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @jmalphy what's it about? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967523112845312 - #1135 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer #titletalk or SN inspired books in my TBR Real Revision, 10 Things 
every writer ... A Monster Calls,Dragons Tooth,Now You See it #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967543690117121 - #1136 
tweet details

@katsok PD Books I need to finish - @writeguyjeff's new one. Kelly Gallager's new 
one. And To Understand. All recommended by PLN. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967547699867648 - #1137 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga have Hound Dog True and Bigger Than a Breadbox are next on my 
list #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967554016481280 - #1138 
tweet details
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@Read2DreamTweet RT @librarygrl2: wrote on my blog about Twitter & benefits 
http://t.co/WUU3nrYz #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967560299560960 - #1139 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @PolkaDotOwlBlog:Ill be reading Mechanically Inclined thanks 
to seeing @donalynbooks tweets abut the author, who I now follow #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967562577063936 - #1140 
tweet details

@pageintraining I want to soon read Sparrow Road and Secrets at Sea #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967569065639937 - #1141 
tweet details

@WatchKnowLearn @Cathy_Blackler @shighley Agreed. All social media blocked 
here too. No twitter, Skype, Youtube. PBS even blocked do to "games" #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967595313594368 - #1142 
tweet details

@thebooksupplier Me, too. It's in my #alan11 stack RT @hale27storm: I have 
inside out and back again to read next #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967602766880769 - #1143 
tweet details

@librarybrods Me too! 1st grade loved it! RT @jmalphy: Shared Balloons Over 
Broadway before Thanksgiving thanks to recs on Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967608160755712 - #1144 
tweet details

@brennagb @frankisibberson Great point about SN bringing groups together. I'm 
excited about the possibilities for my students. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967612627689472 - #1145 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Currently reading Small As An Elephant just finished The 
Friendship Doll. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967638619791360 - #1146 
tweet details

@colbysharp I am going to be reading The Trouble with Amelia because 
of...wait...that is the book I want everyone else to read... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967641467719682 - #1147 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden RT @colbysharp: I have found @mrschureads blog because of 
twitter. My fourth graders LOVE his blog. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:37:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967642973474817 - #1148 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher RT @frankisibberson: Before SN, we all talked in our own groups. 
Now I learn from teachers, librarians,admin,publishers,authors...#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967644068184065 - #1149 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 Read Same, Same but different. About two boys who are pen pals. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967655908716544 - #1150 
tweet details

@Komos72 Read Balloons over Broadway to my first graders, thanks to my friend 
@ohionicole! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967658035232768 - #1151 
tweet details
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@pageintraining Hound Dog True is at my public library waiting for me & I can't get 
there for a few days #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967681342967808 - #1152 
tweet details

@anythingbooks @outtoread isn't @mrschureads amazing he is one of my 
favorites to follow on twitter #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967682248933376 - #1153 
tweet details

@JenPetras By perusing talks, discussions, and hashtags on twitter, I find some of 
the most interesting people to follow. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967689119219713 - #1154 
tweet details

@katsok @akgal68 Love Hound Dog True. F. Doll reminds me of Edward Tulane. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967690834685952 - #1155 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog I am going to be reading lots of books thanks to Twitter. Glad 
to find out that 24 is not that big of a TBR list. @donalynbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967715807559680 - #1156 
tweet details

@KateMessner @colbysharp DRAGON'S TOOTH is on my list, too - and I want to 
read @kellybarnhill's THE MOSTLY TRUE STORY OF JACK, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967727383842816 - #1157 
tweet details

@CathyMere @colbysharp Thanks to @mrschureads I am rethinking the use of 
book trailers in my classroom (and my reading life). #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967724091314176 - #1158 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Dragon's Tooth was awesome! Great for kids who love HP and 
Lightning Thief. @ndwilsonmutters #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967737294987264 - #1159 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Starting Breadcrumbs this week as read aloud! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967742533681153 - #1160 
tweet details

@misskubelik @ProfBuehler #titletalk and social networking is a good reminder I 
should get more involved with ALAN! :) @PaulWHankins @ProfessorNana 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967741912924160 - #1161 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @donalynbooks @colbysharp on book 2 of CHAOS WALKING tril. 
Then---I will consult the Goodreads list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967765812051969 - #1162 
tweet details

@BookJeannie I just read The Unwanteds and am now reading Emerald Atlas 
because of Twitter. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967771352727552 - #1163 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @akgal68: @katsok I just finished Hound Dog True because of 
Twitter. Next on my list is The Friendship Doll. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967774896926720 - #1164 
tweet details
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@cppotter RT @colbysharp: I am going to be reading The Trouble w/ Amelia 
because of...wait...that is the book I want everyone else to read #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967776562053120 - #1165 
tweet details

@jennann516 Wanting to read Ghetto Cowboy because of @colbysharp and his 
convo with others! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967777799372801 - #1166 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @cb6luvs2read ooh, that's a good TBR pile! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967789602160641 - #1167 
tweet details

@jmalphy @Komos72 Isn't that book great! #balloonsoverbroadway #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967802998763520 - #1168 
tweet details

@alybee930 @frankisibberson @donalynbooks @MrSchuReads Just added that to 
my TBR pile #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967812184289281 - #1169 
tweet details

@katsok @colbysharp Ordering it tonight. Tried to buy it in the store but it wasn't in. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967822552596480 - #1170 
tweet details

@nataleestotz Hound Dog True, May Amelia (First one), waiting for my library to 
put Hat Back into circulation #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967827413798913 - #1171 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 Found out about Balloons Over Broadway on Twitter. Thanks 
@jmalphy #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967875279204352 - #1172 
tweet details

@Komos72 Starting to read No More I'm Done to go along with our #1stchat book 
chat! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:38:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967882354995203 - #1173 
tweet details

@outtoread Dearth Paper is next in my pile! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967907961208832 - #1174 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher Saving Divergent for my next read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967913195704321 - #1175 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I'm reading The Mostly True Story of Jack by @Kellybarnhill. I 
moved it up because of @paigeintraining. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967914202349568 - #1176 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva Me too!! RT @jennann516: Wanting to read Ghetto Cowboy 
because of @colbysharp and his convo with others! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967935031250944 - #1177 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Hound Dog True is definitely on my Newbery shortlist. I love 
Mattie! #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:39:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967938952937472 - #1178 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @jennann516: Wanting to read Ghetto Cowboy because of 
@colbysharp and his convo with others! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967938902589441 - #1179 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks Bought Dragon's Tooth today thanks to your 
recommendation. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967955553988608 - #1180 
tweet details

@thereadingzone If you aren't already following them, check out the @cybils 
awards! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967968929611776 - #1181 
tweet details

@Komos72 @jmalphy Yes!!! Loved watching the parade this year because of that 
book! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967989599150081 - #1182 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Twitter led me to this one too! RT @KateMessner: I want to read 
@kellybarnhill's THE MOSTLY TRUE STORY OF JACK, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140967993294327808 - #1183 
tweet details

@cppotter I had to have a Twitter counseling session with @colbysharp and 
@literacydocent when I read Wild Wings over the weekend. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968010759421952 - #1184 
tweet details

@KateMessner @kmcilhagga Hound Dog True & Bigger than a Breadbox are two 
of my favorites for 2011. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968028971089920 - #1185 
tweet details

@colbysharp I read I Want my Hat Back because @mrschureads talked about 
wanting to read it this summer during #titletalk. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968029755408384 - #1186 
tweet details

@jellyrace @alybee930 Words in the Dust is my favorite for the year #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968041533030401 - #1187 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Retreading books for Morris Committee. Our shortlist is 
announced December 12. Stay tuned. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968042782916608 - #1188 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @MrSchuReads @Kellybarnhill @paigeintraining Oh no--do I 
have to move Mostly True Story up too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968047748988929 - #1189 
tweet details

@libraryreeder RT @donalynbooks: Dragon's Tooth was awesome! Great for kids 
who love HP and Lightning Thief. @ndwilsonmutters #titletalk thnx! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968053893636097 - #1190 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @jmalphy: @Komos72 Isnt that book great! #balloonsoverbroadway 
@hmhbooks #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:39:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968055697182720 - #1191 
tweet details

@jmalphy @Anastasiawords The balloons in the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade 
and their creator Tony Sarg. Awesome illustrations! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968061288189952 - #1192 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga RT @colbysharp: "I am going to be reading The Trouble with Amelia 
because of..." this has been on my list for a while! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968070620524544 - #1193 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @mslcblevins What's it about? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968087385153537 - #1194 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @trkravtin: RT @jennann516: Wanting to read Ghetto 
Cowboy because of @colbysharp and his convo with others! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968095337549824 - #1195 
tweet details

@nataleestotz @donalynbooks I read the first chapter during supper; I love Mattie 
too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968110667735040 - #1196 
tweet details

@HowePrincipal .@donalynbooks Thanks for idea. Book study: Dealing w/ Difficult 
Parents. If we use Twitter, maybe @ToddWhitaker can join us ;)! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968114618769408 - #1197 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @colbysharp: I read I Want my Hat Back because @mrschureads 
talked about wanting to read it this summer during #titletalk. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968129143635968 - #1198 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield RT @PolkaDotOwlBlog I am going to be reading lots of books 
thanks 2 Twitter Glad 2 find out that 24 is not that big of a TBR list #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968130976563200 - #1199 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @thereadingzone: If you aren't already following them, check 
out the @cybils awards! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968130544545792 - #1200 
tweet details

@colbysharp @donalynbooks Love Hound Dog, and ADORE Linda Urban. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:39:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968141474897920 - #1201 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I'm doing a lot of "assigned" reading now (@cybils MG 
SF/Fantasy panelist here!) but I am also reading BOY21 which is amazing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968148454227968 - #1202 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MrSchuReads: I'm getting behind on this chat. Just breathe. Just 
breathe. :) #titletalk <= it is fast tonight 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968159577518080 - #1203 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @donalynbooks: Dragons Tooth was awesome! Great for kids 
who love HP and Lightning Thief. @ndwilsonmutters --> ooh good 2 know #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:40:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968174320488450 - #1204 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden RT @MrSchuReads: I'm getting behind on this chat. Just breathe. 
Just breathe. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968177248116736 - #1205 
tweet details

@AndersonGL Does "jackass" ruin suitability of It's A Book for classroom use? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968180020551681 - #1206 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @thereadingzone: If you aren't already following them, check 
out the @cybils awards! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968177743040512 - #1207 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Everyone should read Hound Dog True, Marty McGuire, The 
Friendship Doll,The Trouble w/May Amelia, and Bigger than a Bread Box. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968197150081024 - #1208 
tweet details

@hale27storm @cb6luvs2read I'm reading Name of the Star aloud. #titletalk 
reminded me I need to ind time to read aloud in class 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968216024449025 - #1209 
tweet details

@thunderchikin RT @ProfessorNana: Retreading books for Morris Committee. Our 
shortlist is announced December 12. Stay tuned. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968234533916672 - #1210 
tweet details

@jennann516 @ProfessorNana Where are shortlists posted? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968244948369408 - #1211 
tweet details

@JoCSin603 RT @donalynbooks: The only thing readers like as much as reading is 
talking about books with other readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968244776419328 - #1212 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Make friends w/staff @ indie bookstores-they have a good pulse 
on things @alv65 @ @mrsnelsonsbooks is a great friend/resource #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968246185697280 - #1213 
tweet details

@akgal68 I have my public library webpage open and am requesting books as we 
chat here. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968249595658240 - #1214 
tweet details

@love2teachintx Waiting for Wonderstruck to come in the mail. 4th grade reading 
club has dibs on who gets it first. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968250107363330 - #1215 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Plus, I am trying to make sure I am reading lots of possible 
Newbery/Printz possibilities. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968253211160576 - #1216 
tweet details

@alybee930 I just listened to Heart & Soul by Kadir Nelson - it was fabulous 
#titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:40:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968254372970496 - #1217 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @DavidAEtkin: @donalynbooks @colbysharp on book 2 of CHAOS 
WALKING tril. Then---I will consult the Goodreads list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968257657118720 - #1218 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog I put it on my list 2!RT @frankisibberson: RT 
@thereadingzone: If you arent already following them, check out the @cybils 
awards! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968259129323520 - #1219 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga RT @ProfessorNana: "Retreading books for Morris Committee. Our 
shortlist is announced December 12. Stay tuned." -- can't wait!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968269560561665 - #1220 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @jmalphy ooh, I'll chk. It out. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968271536070656 - #1221 
tweet details

@Polking I'll be reading Ashes over break (or before) because of @PaulWHankins 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968279538794496 - #1222 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @ReadSoMuch Won't regret it! Quite a tale. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968301206577152 - #1223 
tweet details

@cppotter RT @thereadingzone: If you arent already following them, check out the 
@cybils awards! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968309171568642 - #1224 
tweet details

@jmalphy @AndersonGL Good question. I haven't used that one with my kids 
because of that. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968312157908993 - #1225 
tweet details

@libraryreeder @colbysharp: I read I Want my Hat Back because @mrschureads 
talked about it #titletalk. #titletalk me2 then I bought it! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968312183066624 - #1226 
tweet details

@anythingbooks @KateMessner love these two titles as well #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968329379725313 - #1227 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @AndersonGL Not mine (wink). #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968343703265282 - #1228 
tweet details

@mslcblevins @AndersonGL I have wondered that too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968345313869824 - #1229 
tweet details

@BookJeannie I didn't know where to start with graphic novels before Twitter, it's 
been SO helpful! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968353463410688 - #1230 
tweet details
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@Dorish @donalynbooks I've added Dragon's Tooth to my to read list on Good 
Reads, #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968355740921856 - #1231 
tweet details

@aleaness many peopel use Edmodo for book groups #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968372186779648 - #1232 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Oh, and Breadcrumbs by Anne Ursu. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968378935427072 - #1233 
tweet details

@WatchKnowLearn Love this series of book trailers, 97 total. "the 60 second recap 
series" http://t.co/iOxvUVdw #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968378541146112 - #1234 
tweet details

@katsok Me too! RT @frankisibberson @MrSchuReads @Kellybarnhill 
@paigeintraining Oh no--do I have to move Mostly True Story up too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968379925274624 - #1235 
tweet details

@brennagb Finally read Looking for Alaska this weekend. Am reading Marcelo in 
Real World now. What are other 9th grade teachers reading? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968390381670401 - #1236 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I still have Queen of Water, May Amelia, Jefferson's Sons, and 
Second Fiddle to read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968390385868800 - #1237 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield RT @frankisibberson Before SN, we all talked in our own groups. 
Now I learn from teachers, librarians,admin,publishers,authors... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:40:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968394018140160 - #1238 
tweet details

@colbysharp The first book that I read because of twitter was Okay for Now. 
@donalynbooks told me to read it:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968409440583680 - #1239 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog My kids will flip tomorrow when I told them I read over 700 
pages this weekend. Hope they feel inspired! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968411156054016 - #1240 
tweet details

@StephanieSapp2 Read Words in the Dust over the summer thanks to Mock 
Newbery list on Goodreads #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968448636366849 - #1241 
tweet details

@mposten @donalynbooks how is Okay For Now not on Anderson's list? #titletalk 
#baffled 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968454990737412 - #1242 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 My TBR is at 243 right now - thanks to Twitter and Goodreads. It's a 
good thing I think. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968457947709441 - #1243 
tweet details
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@FoodieBooklvr @colbysharp I read Love That Dog to my 6th graders and I'm 
always amazed to see the boys cry just as much as the girls. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968471059111937 - #1244 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 Just read Marty McGuire. Really enjoyed it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968476096462848 - #1245 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @MrSchuReads So happy--I read all of these! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968481628762112 - #1246 
tweet details

@hale27storm @jmalphy @andersongl same here #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968511211180032 - #1247 
tweet details

@colbysharp Anderson's Mock Newbery List: http://t.co/8jixmlSO #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968553997287425 - #1248 
tweet details

@kmherta MrSchuReads rocks #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968560414568448 - #1249 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @Polking Let's talk when you finish ASHES. I am still not able to 
sleep right. @IlsaBick should reimburse for sleep therapy. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968560234201090 - #1250 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I read I Want My Hat Back because of my PLN here on Twitter 
(thanks @colbysharp!). As a HS teacher, I would have missed it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968562692067329 - #1251 
tweet details

@ohionicole I have friends now that I would have never known. Some I've met, 
some i haven't still amazing conversations #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968570967425025 - #1252 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch @love2teachintx Wonderstruck is totally worth the wait! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968571701440512 - #1253 
tweet details

@jmalphy @Ann11reader3 I'm starting Marty with my 3rd graders this week! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968578546532352 - #1254 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @MrSchuReads Adored Breadcrumbs! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968591695675393 - #1255 
tweet details

@NikiOhsBarnes @MrSchuReads writing all the titles down! Thanks! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968599358681088 - #1256 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @colbysharp: Anderson's Mock Newbery List: 
http://t.co/8jixmlSO #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:41:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968597752254465 - #1257 
tweet details

@Komos72 Shared I Want My Hat Back with my first graders, thanks to the deep 
(yet hilarious) convo here on Twitter! #teambear #justsaying #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968604588978176 - #1258 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin If you have the GoodReads app, the scanner option is AMAZING. 
Took a trip to B&N and scanned/added tons to my TBR pile. EZ! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968605260058624 - #1259 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield I've read (& bought) so many books bc of Twitter 
recommendations & have many added to my TBR pile #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968607097163776 - #1260 
tweet details

@mrs_hembree loved it! Made a bk trailer 4 it! “@cb6luvs2read: Starting 
Breadcrumbs this week as read aloud! #titletalk” 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968611241144320 - #1261 
tweet details

@CathyMere @Komos72 I have got to order No More I'm Done. On my to do list for 
this week so I can join #1stchat booktalk. #titletalk #professionalreads 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968629264072704 - #1262 
tweet details

@HowePrincipal @donalynbooks that sounds more doable #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968641742118912 - #1263 
tweet details

@katsok @colbysharp @donalynbooks Did you love it? (Okay for Now) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:41:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968646645256192 - #1264 
tweet details

@karenterlecky Love that all these book titles are in 1 place tonight - missed some 
tweets in past mth. My Evernote is brimming w/ great titles #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968652068503552 - #1265 
tweet details

@CBethM @Polking You're not the only one who read Ashes bc of @paulwhankins. 
I did, too. So did @ckervina. AWESOME book! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968656048898049 - #1266 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @Cathy_Blackler: Make friends w/staff @ indie bookstores-they 
have a pulse on things @alv65 @mrsnelsonsbooks great resources. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968661178527744 - #1267 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana @jennann516 YALSA blog, lists first. I will post to Twitter & blog 
once official release. NF shortlist announced same time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968668988321795 - #1268 
tweet details

@nataleestotz Feeling a bit overwhelmed trying to keep up with #titletalk . Is it 
always this fast? 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968675015528448 - #1269 
tweet details

@love2teachintx @AndersonGL I read it in the classroom no complaints. Started 
by reading the def of ja to kids. Sounds worse in Spanish “asno”. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:42:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968716534939648 - #1270 
tweet details

@malmartintx @colbysharp love, love, loved Okay For Now! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968725531725827 - #1271 
tweet details

@pageintraining @librarybrods I can't wait to see what you think of Scorpio Races. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968735182815232 - #1272 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @kmherta: @MrSchuReads rocks<= Yes, he does. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968766744956928 - #1273 
tweet details

@colbysharp LOVED IT! Wednesday Wars, too! RT @katsok: @colbysharp 
@donalynbooks Did you love it? (Okay for Now) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968768070369281 - #1274 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @nataleestotz My strategy is to skip lots and go to archives 
later:-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968793684975616 - #1275 
tweet details

@outtoread same question --->“@mposten: @donalynbooks how is Okay For Now 
not on Anderson's list? #titletalk #baffled” 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968819588997120 - #1276 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I have read more this semester than any other of my 7 yrs of 
teaching b/c of #TitleTalk. And b/c when my students read, I do too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968851910303744 - #1277 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @AndersonGL I read it to my 6th graders. Approached it 
"scientifically" by asking them if they thought it was OK little for kids #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968854334615552 - #1278 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @CBethM @Polking I am trying to get @IlsaJBick to reimburse 
my need for sleep therapy after reading ASHES. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968855110561792 - #1279 
tweet details

@Principal_EL With the lack of reading being an issue in every community...it is so 
good to see educators in conversation about reading! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968854301048832 - #1280 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch @FoodieBooklvr Sharon Creech loves to tweet - @ciaobellacreech 
- my students were excited to hear from her! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968861506879488 - #1281 
tweet details

@katsok @MrSchuReads I am ordering May Amelia tonight. Have read the rest. 
Yay! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968885208875008 - #1282 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @nataleestotz Yes, but I will archive it. You can look back through 
it later. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:42:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968889302515712 - #1283 
tweet details

@Komos72 @CathyMere I'm excited to get started! Have heard so many people 
talking about this one! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968894943866880 - #1284 
tweet details

@CBethM @CherylRainfield You're not the only one with the HUGE TBR pile from 
Twitter! Have an extensive wishlist for hubby to consult. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:42:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968895912755200 - #1285 
tweet details

@greshambrown Okay for Now was one of my favorites for the year - love Doug! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968912484438016 - #1286 
tweet details

@colbysharp I read a lot more Graphic Novels because of @mrschureads. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968912878714880 - #1287 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Not sure what I want to read after I finish Harry Potter. Maybe 
the Hunger Games? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968913348460545 - #1288 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @pageintraining I have Scorpio Races on hold. Eager to read it. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968922596917248 - #1289 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Twitter has also taught and showed me there are a lot of Guy 
readers out there that I can share with my middle school boys. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968924748591104 - #1290 
tweet details

@hale27storm @RdngTeach @professornana I enjoyed the Future of Us. I laughed 
a lot because I was in high in 1996 #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968954670751744 - #1291 
tweet details

@ProfBuehler I read OKAY FOR NOW because of @mposten! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968957883580416 - #1292 
tweet details

@wclodfelter I need a good title for a read aloud in an urban 9th grade class. Any 
ideas? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968958701473792 - #1293 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @pageintraining @librarybrods Scorpio Races is one of my 
favorites of the year!!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968959670353920 - #1294 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @Komos72: Shared I Want My Hat Back with my 1st graders, thanks 
to the deep, hilarious convo on Twitter! #teambear #justsaying #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968958563069953 - #1295 
tweet details

@pageintraining I want to second @MrSchuReads on Breadcrumbs and Marty 
McGuire #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:43:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968991115067392 - #1296 
tweet details

@mercolleen So many RI #mocknewbery books are being mentioned as #titletalk 
faves ... I need help prioritizing! http://t.co/kEuFcL2p #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968994684407808 - #1297 
tweet details

@love2teachintx IIm also starting My Life As A Stunt Boy #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140968999583367168 - #1298 
tweet details

@jillfisch Me, too. RT @Komos72: Starting to read No More I'm Done to go along 
with our #1stchat book chat! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969021842526208 - #1299 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk My students are always asking if a new book I've brought into 
the room is one I learned about on Tw… (cont) http://t.co/sw7HQHSl 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969023306338304 - #1300 
tweet details

@litlearningzone I tried GN because of @colbysharp: I read a lot more Graphic 
Novels because of @mrschureads. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969046270160897 - #1301 
tweet details

@StephanieSapp2 @brennagb Have you read the Choas Walking series? Perfect 
for high school #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969047918514176 - #1302 
tweet details

@KevinTCraig Me too, Cheryl. Twitter changed my book buying habits! RT 
@CherylRainfield I've read (& bought) so many books bc of Twitter #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969048077901824 - #1303 
tweet details

@colbysharp @Jeremybballer Hooray, for guy readers! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969056328101889 - #1304 
tweet details

@BookJeannie @akgal68 DUH! Thanks Donna, public library page NOW open! =) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969059129901056 - #1305 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @outtoread @mpsoten I know! They have picked the winner for 
their shortlist for many years. What does this mean for Okay for Now? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969075198275584 - #1306 
tweet details

@jmalphy I heard about Babymouse and Owly thanks to @MrSchuReads ! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969079946215424 - #1307 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @wclodfelter: I need a good title for a read aloud in an urban 9th 
grade class. Any ideas? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969090377453568 - #1308 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield @cbethm Ooh! Very smart to give your book wishlist to your 
hubby! I love how many great new books we find via Twitter #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969096991875072 - #1309 
tweet details
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@nataleestotz What a relief! RT @donalynbooks: @nataleestotz Yes, but I will 
archive it. You can look back through it later. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969106261282817 - #1310 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @MrSchuReads great list of books!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969110896001024 - #1311 
tweet details

@MWLibraryDiva I think the archives are very necessary because of the fast paced 
nature tonight. I know I am seeing a fraction. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969114012360705 - #1312 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @teacherman82: I have read more this semester than any 
other of my 7 yrs of teaching b/c of #TitleTalk. And b/c when my students read ... 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969115581026304 - #1313 
tweet details

@pageintraining @librarygrl2 I loved Scorpio Races, but I'm curious what non-
horse crazy readers have to say. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969125328588800 - #1314 
tweet details

@writer Anyone else read Trash? Loved this and am showing my students the 
multiple narrators in a text study tomorrow morning. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969144261685248 - #1315 
tweet details

@AndersonGL @FoodieBooklvr Brilliant. Thanks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969149294837761 - #1316 
tweet details

@malmartintx looking forward to The Lions of Little Rock by Levine #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:43:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969153510125570 - #1317 
tweet details

@mslcblevins @PolkaDotOwlBlog I liked Divergent better than Hunger Games, but 
both are good! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969160661405696 - #1318 
tweet details

@CBethM I wonder how many copies of I Want My Hat Back were purchased 
thanks to Twitter... #hatback #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969163429650435 - #1319 
tweet details

@jennann516 @nataleestotz Yes! But there's always an archive that Donalyn will 
post. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969164234960896 - #1320 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @ProfBuehler I want t read that because I am reading 
Wednesday Wars aloud to my class. I love the book! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969178566901761 - #1321 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk Thanks to Twitter, I learned about The Watch That Ends the 
Night. I used it as a think aloud w/m… (cont) http://t.co/briJb7yu 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969192399712257 - #1322 
tweet details
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